ANNOUNCEMENT: BDC17S-17

DATE: December 8, 2017

SUBJECT: Working Drawings Submission
-Revision to Subsection 105.05 of the 2007 Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction

Subsection 105.05 of the 2007 Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction has been revised to ensure that the approved/certified working drawings depict the Designer, Department, and Contractor’s appropriate stamp and the Contractor’s original signature and date for submitting Mylars to the RE.

The following revision has been incorporated into the Standard Input (SI 2007) as of December 8, 2017.

105.05 WORKING DRAWING
THE FIRST PARAGRAPH AFTER 105.05 PART 2 “APPROVED WORKING DRAWINGS” IS CHANGED TO:

After the submitted working drawings have been stamped “CERTIFIED,” “CERTIFIED AS NOTED,” or “APPROVED,” submit the final drawings, including the Designer’s stamp, the Department’s stamp, and the Contractor’s approval stamp, containing the word “APPROVED,” and the Contractor’s original signature and date on 3.15 mil minimum polyester film to the RE at least 30 days before Completion. Also, submit the specified number of copies on bond. Ensure that lines and lettering are opaque and of sufficient height and width so that legible 11 x 17 inch reductions may be made.

Implementation Code R (ROUTINE)

Changes must be implemented in all applicable Department projects scheduled for Final Design Submission at least one month after the date of the BDC announcement. This will allow designers to make necessary plan, specifications, and estimate/proposal changes without requiring the need for an addenda or postponement of advertisement or receipt of bids.
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